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(U) EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

(U) INTRODUCTION

(U) The National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) Office of Inspector General (OIG)
conducted this evaluation of the NRO’s classification management as required by Public Law
111-258, the Reducing Over-Classification Act, October 2010. The objectives of the evaluation
were to

- assess whether applicable classification policies, procedures, rules, and regulations
  have been adopted, followed, and effectively administered;
- identify policies, procedures, rules, regulations, or management practices that may be
  contributing to persistent misclassification; and
- coordinate with other Inspectors General and with the Information Security Oversight
  Office (ISOO) to ensure that evaluations follow a consistent methodology that allows
  for cross-agency comparisons.

(U) RESULTS IN BRIEF

(U//FOUO) Overall, the NRO has not fully adopted, followed, or effectively administered
federally required classification policies, procedures, rules, and regulations. While the NRO
complies with federal reporting and original classification authority (OCA) designation
requirements, we found that NRO classification management practices and procedures do not
comply with applicable federal laws and guidance. Specifically, we found that the

- NRO classification policies do not fully capture the federal classification
  requirements, and the NRO is not adhering to its classification policies;
- NRO classification training is not compliant in all aspects with federal laws;
- NRO OCAs and derivative classifiers are not consistently classifying in accordance
  with the federal laws and guidance;
- NRO OCAs and derivative classifiers lack sufficient knowledge of their classification
  responsibilities; and
- NRO does not have a classification management self-inspection program in line with
  the requirements of the federal laws and guidance.
(U) SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

(U//FOUO) In order to strengthen the management and oversight of the NRO's classification management program, the NRO needs to adopt, follow, and effectively administer federal classification standards and procedures. Accordingly, we recommend that the Director, Office of Security and Counterintelligence (D/OS&CI) establish NRO classification management policies that comply with the collective requirements of federal laws and guidance. We also recommend that the D/OS&CI establish proper classification oversight activities to include mandatory training and ensure that classification policies are clearly communicated, implemented, and followed.

(U) MANAGEMENT COMMENTS

(U//FOUO) The D/OS&CI non-concurred with the report as written but did not provide specific comments on the recommendations. OS&CI agreed there is room for improvement in various aspects of the NRO's classification management activities, but strongly disagreed with the primary conclusions documented in the report. A complete copy of their comments can be found in Appendix C. Based on the comments we received, we have updated the final report where appropriate.

(U//FOUO) The Public Law 111-258 requires the OIG to perform a second evaluation by 30 September 2016 where we will assess the progress made by the NRO to be fully compliant with federal laws and guidance.
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(U) INTRODUCTION

(U) The National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) Office of Inspector General (OIG) conducted this evaluation of the NRO classification management as required by Public Law 111-258, the Reducing Over-Classification Act, October 2010 (the Act). Section 6(b) of the Act requires the Inspector General (IG) of each department or agency with an officer or employee who is authorized to make original classifications, in consultation with the Information Security Oversight Office (ISOO), to

- assess whether applicable classification policies, procedures, rules, and regulations have been adopted, followed, and effectively administered;
- identify policies, procedures, rules, regulations, or management practices that may be contributing to persistent misclassification; and
- coordinate with other IGs and with the ISOO to ensure that evaluations follow a consistent methodology that allows for cross-agency comparisons.

(U) The Act requires the OIG to complete the initial evaluation by 30 September 2013. In addition, the Act requires the OIG to complete a second evaluation by 30 September 2016. For the second evaluation, we will follow-up on the recommendations outlined in this report.

(U) BACKGROUND

(U) In an intelligence environment seeking to balance the need to share and the need to know, accurately classified information is critical. By classifying correctly, the NRO lessens the potential compromise of sources and methods, and protects its assets and the lives of its personnel. In addition, by classifying appropriately, the NRO rightfully permits information sharing with those mission partners who have the authority and the need to know that information.

(U) If information is not properly classified (e.g., classified at too high or too restrictive a level), the NRO cannot share the information with others in the NRO, the Intelligence Community (IC), or even mission partners who need that information to help fulfill the NRO and overall IC mission. If information is classified at too low a level, the NRO risks classified information being compromised or shared with those not intended to receive it. Either way,

1 (U) The ISOO is responsible to the President for policy and oversight of the Government-wide security classification system and the National Industrial Security Program. The ISOO is a component of the National Archives and Records Administration and receives policy and program guidance from the National Security Council.
mission, resources, and possibly lives are at risk. Accordingly, the NRO needs to adopt, follow, and effectively administer federal classification standards and procedures.

(U) Federal Classification Standards and Procedures

(U) Congress created the Act to address issues highlighted by The National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States (commonly known as the “9/11 Commission”) concerning over-classification and excessive compartmentalization of national security information. The Act promotes sharing information as prescribed by Federal guidelines.

(U) In addition to the Act, the federal government has directed government-wide classification standards and procedures. In 2009, the President signed Executive Order (E.O.) 13526, Classified National Security Information (the Order). The Order establishes the current principles, policies, and procedures for classification and prescribes a “uniform system for classifying, safeguarding, and declassifying national security information.” 32 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 2001, Classified National Security Information (the Directive), “sets forth guidance to agencies on original and derivative classification, downgrading, declassification, and safeguarding of classified national security information.”

(U) According to the Order, information may be classified originally or derivatively. Original Classification Authorities (OCAs) are individuals authorized in writing, either by the President, the Vice President, or agency heads or other officials designated by the President, to initially classify information. Original classification means an initial determination that information requires, in the interest of national security, protection against unauthorized disclosure. Derivative classifiers incorporate, paraphrase, restate, or generate in a new form information that is already classified, and mark the newly-developed material consistent with the classification markings that apply to the sourced information. Derivative classification includes the classification of information based on classification guidance. The duplication or reproduction of existing classified information is not derivative classification.

(U) Pursuant to the Order and Directive, classified information that is determined to require protection against unauthorized disclosure to prevent damage to national security must be marked appropriately to indicate its classified status. The three United States classification levels are

- Top Secret – shall be applied to information, the unauthorized disclosure of which reasonably could be expected to cause exceptionally grave damage to the national security that the OCA is able to identify or describe.
- Secret – shall be applied to information, the unauthorized disclosure of which reasonably could be expected to cause serious damage to the national security that the OCA is able to identify or describe.
- Confidential – shall be applied to information, the unauthorized disclosure of which reasonably could be expected to cause damage to the national security that the OCA is able to identify or describe.
(U) Office of Director National Intelligence Policies

(U) The Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) publishes the Controlled Access Program Coordination Office (CAPCO) Register and Manual as well as Intelligence Community Directives (ICDs) on classification management and control markings. The CAPCO is the authority for standard markings and portion markings throughout the Intelligence Community (IC).

(U) NRO Classification Structure and Authorities

(U) On 15 September 2010, the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) delegated authority for original Top Secret classification to the Director, NRO (DNRO) and the incumbents of 12 NRO senior positions.

(U) The DNRO assigned to the Director, Office of Security and Counterintelligence (D/OS&CI) responsibility to manage the NRO program for protecting national intelligence and intelligence sources and methods, thereby fostering a culture of information sharing, and effectively responding to evolving critical threats through proactive and integrated policies. In addition, the D/OS&CI oversees NRO activities to protect NRO's intelligence information, including Sensitive Compartmented Information and special access program information. The D/OS&CI also manages and directs the NRO's Program Security Officer (PSO) Program.

(U) NRO Adoption of Federal and ODNI Guidance

(U) The NRO has promulgated regulations to implement its classified national security information programs in accordance with the Order and Directive. The NRO OS&CI provided the following NRO regulations used for classification management:

- **Integrated NRO Classification Guide (INCG)** – is the primary source document for classification of NRO systems and resources.
- **INCG Annex A** – is the primary classification guide for NRO information not releasable to foreign nationals (NOFORN)
- **The NRO Security Manual (NSM) v3** – is the overall guide for how security is executed within the NRO
- **NRO Directive (ND) for the Reserve (RSV) program, ND 100-35 NRO RESERVE Control System** – the directive hosts the processes for the reviews and de-confliction of all RESERVE compartment documentation (e.g., Program Protection Plans, Classification Guides, etc.)

2 (U) The 12 NRO OCA positions are Principal Deputy Director (PDDNRO); Deputy Director (DDNRO); Director, Imagery Intelligence Systems Acquisition Directorate (D/IMINT); Director, Signals Intelligence Systems Acquisition Directorate (D/SIGINT); Director, Communications Systems Directorate (D/COMM); Director, Advanced Systems and Technology Directorate (D/AS&T); Director, Mission Operations Directorate (D/MOD); Director, Special Communications Office (D/SCO); Director, Ground Enterprise Directorate (D/GED); Director, Office of Security and Counterintelligence (D/OS&CI); Director, Office of Space Launch (D/OSL); and Director, Mission Support Directorate (D/MSD).

3
(U) Previous Classification Review

(U) In August and September of 2009, the ISOO performed a classification review of 15 agencies that generated 10,000 or more classification decisions in fiscal year (FY) 2008. The NRO was included as part of the classification review. The ISOO reviewed 96 NRO classified documents and found a total of 114 discrepancies in 61 documents.

(U) SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

(U) We conducted this evaluation from May through September 2013 in accordance with Quality Standards for Inspections and Evaluations issued by the Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE). The evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions.

(U) To accomplish our evaluation, we used an evaluation guide prepared on behalf of CIGIE by a working group of IG offices participating in this government-wide effort. The evaluation guide was intended to meet the requirements of the Act regarding the classification responsibilities of each participating department and agency. The IG offices formed the working group to ensure consistency in the evaluative process, comparable reporting, and the ability to compare results across agencies. As directed by the Act, we consulted with the ISOO and coordinated throughout the evaluation with other IG offices with the objective of ensuring that all evaluations followed a consistent methodology to allow for cross-agency comparisons. The evaluation focused on eight areas:

1. General program management responsibilities
2. Security education and training
3. Original classification
4. Derivative classification
5. Self-inspections
6. Original classification authority
7. Reporting and definitions
8. Intelligence Community crosscutting issues

(U) We examined whether NRO policies and practices were consistent with the Order and Directive and applied the ISOO evaluation tools including:

- an agency implementing regulation assessment tool (See Appendix A);
- methodology for determining the appropriateness of original classification and derivative classification decisions;
- original classification authority interview coverage; and
- derivative classifier interview coverage.
(U) In addition, we interviewed OCAs, derivative classifiers, and selected a non-statistical sample\(^3\) of classified documents to assess the level that applicable classification policies, procedures, rules, and regulations have been adopted, followed, and administered (See Appendix B for the detailed sampling methodology). To accomplish this objective, we reviewed NRO classification policies, procedures, rules, and regulations. Additionally, we interviewed NRO officials responsible for related policy development, implementation, and classification training of OCAs, and derivative classifiers. Finally, we examined

- the results of the fundamental classification guidance review and the self-inspection program; and
- the reporting results of ICD 710 and Standard Form (SF) 311, “Agency Security Classification Management Program Data” for FYs 2010 to 2012.\(^4\)

(U) EVALUATION RESULTS

(U//FOCO) Overall, the NRO has not fully adopted, followed, or effectively administered federally required classification policies, procedures, rules, and regulations. While the NRO complies with federal reporting and OCA designation requirements, we found that NRO classification management practices and procedures did not comply with applicable federal laws and guidance. Specifically, we found that the

- NRO classification policies do not fully capture the federal classification requirements, and the NRO is not adhering to its classification policies;
- NRO classification training is not compliant in all aspects with federal laws;
- NRO OCAs and derivative classifiers are not consistently classifying in accordance with the Order and Directive;
- NRO OCAs and derivative classifiers lack sufficient knowledge of their classification responsibilities; and
- NRO does not have a classification management self-inspection program in line with the requirements of the Order and Directive.

(U//FOCO) Because of the lack of compliance in multiple areas, the NRO is susceptible to the risk of persistent misclassification of NRO documents and information. The NRO would benefit from a comprehensive review of its policies and procedures to ensure that it complies with the federal classification requirements. In addition, the NRO would benefit from improved enforcement and monitoring of classification activities, such as OCA and derivative classification training. Increased vigilance over NRO policies, procedures, rules, regulations, and management practices would reduce the NRO exposure to persistent misclassification.

\(^3\) (U) When non-statistical sampling is used, the sample size is not determined mathematically. We used our judgment in determining a representative sample of documents and we evaluated the selected documents against the cited federal and NRO criteria.

\(^4\) (U) We noted the 2013 ICD 710, which applies to the Order guidelines for the IC, was not released until 21 June 2013 three years after the Order was effective.
(U) NRO Annual Reporting and OCA Designations Meet Federal Requirements

(U) We found that the NRO complies with specific federal classification management annual reporting and OCA designation and delegation requirements. For example, the Directive requires that agencies report statistical data related to their security classification programs to the ISOO each year. Agencies use the SF 311 for inclusion in a report to the President. The OS&CI submitted the NRO’s SF 311 to the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence (USD(I)) for fiscal years 2010, 2011, and 2012. We confirmed that the USD(I) incorporated the NRO’s information into a consolidated SF 311 report of Department of Defense (DoD) components and submitted a final report to ISOO. For the same fiscal years, the NRO also submitted to ISOO an SF 716, Agency Security Classification Cost Estimates to document the NRO’s accounting for cost of implementing the Order. Still, we observed that the NRO did not include these reporting requirements into the NRO governing manuals, guides, or policies. Incorporating the reporting requirements would provide better assurance that the NRO will remain compliant with these reporting requirements.

(U) In addition, the NRO is compliant with the original classification authority designation and delegation requirements of the Order and Directive. The NRO has requested and received original classification authority from the ODNI, and the NRO satisfied all designation requirements found within the Order and Directive. We confirmed that the NRO met all criteria and reporting requirements for the 13 OCA delegation positions.

(U//FOUO) NRO Classification Policies and Procedures do not Fully Capture Federal Requirements and the NRO does not Adhere to Its Policies

(U//FOUO) We found that the NRO classification policies and procedures do not fully capture the Order, Directive, or ODNI guidance. Moreover, the NRO classification and security officials were not adhering to the Order, Directive, or ODNI guidance as they were incorporated into the NRO policies.

(U//FOUO) While the NRO policies and regulations align with several of the Order, Directive, and ODNI policy requirements, as shown in Table 1 (below), not all of the requirements have been incorporated.
Table 1: (U) NRO Policy Alignment with the Order, Directive, and ODNI Guidance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(U) Incorporated in NRO Policies</th>
<th>(U) Not Incorporated in NRO Policies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Original Classification Authority designation and delegation</td>
<td>• Working paper guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Derivative classification training</td>
<td>• Prohibitions and limitations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Suspension of OCA authorities</td>
<td>• Safeguarding classified information originated by non-OCA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The rating of personnel on the performance of duties relating to the designation and management of classified information</td>
<td>• Incentives for accurate classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Designation of a senior agency official to direct and administer the program</td>
<td>• Reporting elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Establishment of a secure capability to receive information, allegations, or complaints regarding over-classification or incorrect classification within the agency and to provide guidance to personnel on proper classification as needed</td>
<td>• NRO inclusive self-inspection program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Coordination for preparing the ODNI’s Annual Review of Controlled Access Programs report, the USD(I)’s Annual Special Access Program (SAP) report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(U) This table is Unclassified

(U//FOCO) Our assessment found that the NRO classification and security officials were not adhering to the policy requirements. For example, NRO has not conducted timely reviews or updates of the NRO’s Review and Redaction Guide (RRG) or its security classification guides (SCGs). The Directive states, “Agency declassification guides shall be reviewed and updated as circumstances require, but at least once every five years. Each agency shall maintain a list of its declassification guides in use.” Additionally, the NRO is not meeting its own requirement under the D/OS&CI Policy Note 2011-04 (Rev 1), “Implementation Policy for Executive Order 13526,” which requires five-year reviews for all SCGs. The previous NRO RRG, dated 2005, and three of the 62 SCGs had not been reviewed within five years. SCGs that are significantly overdue for review are at risk of providing invalid classification determinations guidance resulting in derivative classifiers misclassifying documents.

(U//FOCO) Furthermore, OS&CI does not maintain an inventory of all the SCGs used by the NRO, nor does it enforce the requirement for originating offices to provide soft copies of their SCGs to OS&CI as described within the policy note. Consequently, the OS&CI lacks insight and control over the SCGs the NRO workforce and IC partners are using to classify documents. Moreover, the NRO has not adhered to the Order’s requirement to disseminate its implementing regulations—Policy Note 2011-04 (Rev 1) “Implementation Policy for E.O. 13526”—in the Federal Register for public knowledge. OS&CI Policy Branch could not provide
any documentation as to why the policy note was not pertinent to the public and did not require being published in the Federal Register.

(U//FOI) As a part of this evaluation, we found the following cases of inadequate monitoring and adherence to classification policies, procedures, rules, and regulations.

- The Order requires that NRO security professionals and the NRO workforce have classification management as a rated performance area. None of the PSOs we interviewed had classification management as a performance element for themselves or their security staffs. The OS&CI provided no evidence of compliance with this requirement.

- The OS&CI has not addressed inaccuracies in the NRO's Classification Management Tool (CMT). According to OS&CI, the CAPCO requested that the NRO identify a solution for the CMT since the tool had a technical issue and could not properly support the use of RRG within the classification block. The OS&CI requested a change from the ISOO, who in-turn approved deleting RRG from the classification block for the NRO. The OS&CI was to initiate actions to remove the RRG from the classification block in the CMT, so that all electronically developed documents were correctly marked. To date, the CMT still incorrectly inserts the RRG line and all classified documents created since 3 April 2013 have incorrect classification block information.

- The OS&CI provided incorrect NRO classification block guidance between the years of 2005-2012. The NRO OCAs did not have the authority to grant automatic declassification at 50 years during this time. In 2012, the ISOO/Interagency Security Classification Appeals Panel (ISCAP) approved the NRO’s authority to exempt information from automatic declassification at 25 and 50 years. NRO OCA and derivative classifiers did not have the authority to mark NRO documents referring to the 2005 RRG with a 50-year exemption. Consequently, NRO classification blocks from 2005 to 2012 have incorrect declassification exemption determinations.

- The NRO self imposed more restrictive timeline requirements for annual OCA training. The Order requires annual OCA training be completed by the end of the calendar year (CY). D/OS&CI Policy Note 2011-04 (Rev 1) states all OCA training will be completed by 1 June of each CY. The 2013 OCA Training briefing states that the ODNI requires OCA training to be completed by 30 June. As a result, only two of the 13 NRO OCAs met the NRO and ODNI requirement in 2012. Noncompliance with the NRO and ODNI policies requires the DNRO or PDDNRO to suspend OCA delegation; however, according to OS&CI, no suspensions were enacted.

- Oversight and internal collaboration of classification management policy is limited. The NRO established a Classification Management Working Group (CWMG). However, interviews and evidence showed that the CMWG has not met for an extended period of time. As a result, NRO classification management issues, such as training and policy changes, have no dedicated forum for discussion.
The NRO OS&CI Policy Branch officials acknowledged that they have the responsibility to create classification management policies. However, even though they could not identify who was accountable for classification management, nonetheless, they maintained it is not their responsibility to ensure that the NRO is effectively classifying documents. These gaps between policy development and implementation oversight are a significant weakness. They have contributed to the NRO being susceptible to misclassification of information due to the lack of consistency in management of classification knowledge dissemination throughout the NRO population.

NRO Classification Training Does Not Comply with Federal Requirements

We found that the NRO guidance for classification training is not fully compliant with the federal classification training requirements. The Act, Order, and Directive require annual training for OCAs and training at least once every two years for all derivative classifiers. The NRO established guidance for OCA and derivative training, and the D/OS&CI policy note 2011-04 (Rev 1) complies with the federal requirements for OCAs and all derivative classifiers located at the NRO headquarters facilities. However, the guidance excludes a significant portion of the NRO workforce having derivative classification duties. The policy note requirement does not extend to NRO contractors performing derivative classification at other facilities. In the 2012 ICD 710 Report to the ODNI, the OS&CI reported that the "NRO has not made [derivative classification training for contractors] a mandatory requirement because the cost of allowing two hours of direct labor charging by each contractor individual is cost prohibitive in this time of declining budgets." Yet, the NRO Acquisition Manual (NAM) requires contractors with access to national security information to comply with IC and NRO classification and program security directives, instructions, policy guidance, and standards. In addition, the NRO Office of Contracts Policy stated that such training would be an allowable cost on NRO contracts, including NRO contractors performing derivative classification at other facilities.

In addition, the NRO's implementation of OCA and derivative training does not meet the requirements of the Order and Directive. For example, the NRO OS&CI Policy Branch develops a yearly PowerPoint presentation that is reviewed by the NRO OCAs for their annual OCA training. The 2012 and 2013 PowerPoint presentations do not include the topics of classification challenges, security classification guides, and information sharing in accordance with the Directive. The OS&CI Policy Branch relies on the Chiefs of Security and PSOs to administer the training, but the Policy Branch does not provide guidance on how to conduct the training. In addition, the Policy Branch does not perform any follow-up activities to ensure a standardized level of knowledge exists across the OCAs. When asked, the OS&CI Policy Branch stated that they were not required to provide training to government derivative classifiers. They assumed that the government derivative classifiers were taking the training available through the CAPCO. However, we found that assumption was incorrect for the majority of derivative classifiers.

Similarly, the NRO OS&CI Training Office provides a mandatory Annual Security Refresher (ASR) training to the entire NRO workforce as derivative classifiers.
The ASR focuses on several areas, including classification management. We reviewed the 2013 ASR classification questions and determined that the 2013 ASR training fell short in meeting the requirements of the Directive as it did not address required topics such as duration of classification and classification challenges. We were equally concerned that the OS&CI Policy Branch and the OS&CI Training Office do not share insights into classification management problems that could be useful in the development of the ASR training metrics.

(U//FOUO) NRO OCAs and Derivative Classifiers Are Not Properly Classifying Documents

(U//FOUO) We found that the NRO OCAs and derivative classifiers' decisions are not consistently compliant with the original and derivative classification requirements of the Order and Directive. We assessed 134 NRO originally classified and derivatively classified documents, and found that 114 of the 134 documents (85 percent) had classification errors in 18 areas of discrepancy (See Appendix B).

(U//FOUO) The Order defines original classification as "an initial determination that information requires, in the interest of the national security, protection against unauthorized disclosure" and that, "an original classification authority is classifying the information." As part of our document sample, we assessed 62 NRO OCA SCGs, documents that require an OCA classification, and we found that all but one of the 62 guides had classification errors. Derivative classifiers, not the responsible OCA, classified 26 of the 62 NRO SCGs we reviewed. The majority of the NRO SCGs had not been classified in accordance with the Directive and over-classification was evident in four of the SCGs we assessed. For example, one OCA used the overall classification of "Top Secret (TS)" and the control markings of "Signals Intelligence (SI)" with no content portion marked as TS or SI. Overall, the most common SCG errors were

- using a Derivative Classification Block instead of OCA Classification Block (45 occurrences);
- indicating inaccurate duration of declassification exemption (44 occurrences); and
- providing an unauthorized classifier of Security Classification Guide (26 occurrences).

(U//FOUO) In reviewing derivative documents, 53 of the 72 derivative sampled documents (74 percent) had classification errors and several had multiple classification block errors. Additionally, over-classification was evident in 16 of the 72 (22 percent) documents we sampled. Documents with the overall classification of TS, and the control and dissemination markings of SI, Talent Keyhole (TK), and Not Releasable to Foreign Nationals (NOFORN) contained no SI, TK, or NOFORN portion marked information. In the case of derivative classifiers, the most common errors included

- no Classification Block on the document (30 occurrences);
- over-classification (16 occurrences); and
- inaccurate duration of declassification exemptions (12 occurrences).
We observed that our evaluation findings parallel the ISOO results from 2009. This raises questions as to the effort by NRO to correct and resolve the findings of the 2009 ISOO review.

NRO OCAs and Derivative Classifiers Lack Sufficient Knowledge of Their Classification Responsibilities

We found that the OCAs and derivative classifiers lack sufficient knowledge of classification principles and procedures necessary to perform their duties. Although the Directive provides guidance on original and derivative classification to include the roles, responsibilities, and classification principles and procedures, none of the OCAs we interviewed expressed that understanding. Those interviewed did not have a full understanding of all their roles and responsibilities or the classification principles and procedures outlined within the Directive. One OCA had almost no knowledge of his responsibilities. All the OCAs stated they relied heavily on their security staff to prepare documents for them to approve as the OCA.

Our interviews of derivative classifiers focused on those who were also directorate Chiefs of Security. The NRO Chiefs of Security are responsible for the classification management of their directorate. They also train the OCAs and manage the development of SCGs. None of the derivative classifiers had taken derivative classification training at the NRO. The derivative classifiers were not aware of the Act, Order, or the Directive requirement to take the derivative classification training once every two years. They were also not aware of the suspension and waivers process required if derivative classifiers do not participate in the required training. Four of the five Chiefs of Security we interviewed reported that they do not provide derivative training to their directorate. One Chief of Security stated that his office conducts an in-house ASR preparation and portion mark training. While they all train the OCAs using the OCA Training Briefing, mentioned previously, their methods of conducting the training varied greatly. Some reinforce the training with their OCA while others have the OCA read the briefing charts. As a result, many of the OCAs had limited knowledge and understanding of their roles and responsibilities. As the OS&CI classification managers for their directorates, Chiefs of Security should understand and administer the Order and the Directive requirements.

The NRO Self-Inspection Program does not Align with Federal Requirements

We found that the NRO has not established a classification self-inspection program in line with the requirements of the Order, Directive, or ISOO instructions. The Order and Directive require agencies that originate or handle classified information to establish and maintain "an ongoing self-inspection program." The self-inspection program "shall include the regular reviews of representative samples of the agency's original and derivative classification actions and shall authorize appropriate agency officials to correct misclassification actions." The Order and Directive require annual reporting to the Director of ISOO on the agency's self-inspection program. In addition, the National Archives and Records Administration/ISOO Self-Inspection Program instructions reiterate the requirements of the Order and provide the NRO with reporting instructions for a self-inspection program.
In the NRO OS&C Policy Note 2013-04, the D/OS&C announced compliance with Mandated Security Self-Assessment. The policy note references the NSM and the NSM provides details on the Integrated Security Assessment Program (ISAP) requirement for conducting annual self-assessments. However, the policy note is industry focused and does not include or address security self-assessments for government sites. Furthermore, the ISAP does not include regular review of representative samples of the NRO’s original and derivative classification. While the NRO OS&C provides the annual self-inspection reports to ISOO, we found that the OS&C based the reports on information from the ISAPs at industry locations and the OS&C Policy Branch’s general knowledge of the NRO’s overall classification management program. The 2012 report is not based on a self-inspection of the NRO’s original and derivative classification activities, declassification, or management and oversight as required by ISOO.

We recognize that the NRO directorate classification management officers (CMOs) and PSOs review documents and briefings for accurate classification. From the classified documents we reviewed at NRO headquarters, 114 of 134 documents contained classification errors. Based on these results, the daily reviews and on-the-spot corrections made by the CMOs and PSOs do not offset the need for the NRO to establish a formal self-inspection program for government officers that meets the intent of the Order, Directive, and ISOO instructions. The NRO would benefit from a self-inspection program that is inclusive of all NRO activities generating classified information. The NRO would benefit further by incorporating written processes and procedures into the NSM to ensure regular reviews of representative samples of NROs original and derivative classification actions.

The NRO has not fully adopted, followed, or effectively administered federally required classification policies, procedures, rules, and regulations. While the NRO complies with federal reporting and OCA designation requirements, the NRO classification management practices and procedures do not fully comply with applicable federal laws and guidance. Because of the lack of full compliance in multiple areas, the NRO is susceptible to the risk of persistent misclassification. With poor classification practices in place, the NRO cannot ensure that sources and methods are safeguarded and NRO resources and personnel are protected. In addition, improper classification practices and procedures may needlessly impede the NRO’s sharing of information critical to mission partners meeting their mission requirements. The NRO would benefit from a comprehensive review of its OCA and derivative classification training policy and program to ensure that it meets the Order and Directive requirements. In addition, the NRO needs to establish proper classification management and oversight to increase the accuracy of classification at the NRO.

During the evaluation, NRO OCAs, directorate Chiefs of Security, and CMOs we interviewed commented that the IC could benefit significantly from an IC-wide standardized classification guide as a potential crosscutting issue. More immediately, to enable the NRO to improve its classification management and oversight, we are providing the following recommendations. Increased vigilance over NRO policies, procedures, rules, regulations, and management practices would reduce the NRO’s vulnerability to persistent misclassification and the risks to National Security that may occur as a result.
The Act requires the OIG to complete a follow up evaluation by 30 September 2016. We will include a follow-up on the recommendations outlined in this report as part of that review.

(U) Recommendation #1 for the D/OS&CI:
(U/FOR) Establish NRO classification management policies that comply with the collective requirements of E.O. 13526 and 32 CFR Part 2001.

(U) Recommendation #2 for the D/OS&CI:
(U/FOR) Establish proper classification oversight activities to include mandatory training and ensure that classification policies are clearly communicated, implemented, and followed.

(U/FOR) Management Comments: The D/OS&CI non-concurred with the report as written but did not provide specific comments on the recommendations.
(U) APPENDIX A: Agency Implementing Regulation Assessment Tool

(U) The purpose of the Agency Implementing Regulation Assessment Tool is to determine if the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) has adopted the essential criteria for classification management. We reviewed the NRO's regulations against the assessment tool to ensure that the corresponding sections, as outlined in the Executive Order (E.O.) 13526 and 32 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 2001 have been adequately addressed in the NRO's implementing regulations.

(U) Original Classification Authority
- Does the agency have Original Classification Authority (OCA) and do they follow the standards for OCA designation and report delegations of OCA authority to the Director of Information Security Oversight Office (ISOO) annually?

(U) General Program Management Responsibilities
- Do the agency's regulations cite E.O. 13526 and 32 CFR Part 2001 for authorizing the agency's classified national security information program? Does the regulation make provisions for an annual review of special access programs to determine whether it continues to meet the requirements of E.O. 13526 and is this done by the agency head or principal deputy? Did the agency promulgate implementing regulations in the Federal Register to the extent that they affect the public?
- Do the regulations require the agency to establish a secure capability to receive information, allegations, or complaints regarding over-classification or incorrect classification within the agency, and to provide guidance to personnel on proper classification as needed?
- Do the regulations require the senior agency official to direct and administer the program?
- Do the regulations provide for the suspension of OCA authority for OCAs who fail to complete annual OCA training and derivative classifiers who fail to complete training on derivative classification markings at least once every two years?
- Do the regulations require the rating of personnel on the performance of duties relating to the designation and management of classified information and does the agency ensure that the system used to rate personnel performance include the designating and managing of classified information as a critical element or item to be evaluated in the rating of OCAs, security professionals, or other personnel whose duties significantly involve the handling of classified information, including derivative classifiers?

(U) Original Classification
- Does the agency have classification guides and does the regulation cite the classification standards? Does the regulation contain procedures for the publication and updating of applicable security classification guides, which meet the minimum standards of E.O. 13526 and 32 CFR Part 2001?
- Does the agency provide procedures to safeguard information originated by non-OCAs that is believed to be classified? Do the regulations discuss the principle regarding the presumption against classification when significant doubt exists and the practical use of classified addenda?
- Are classification categories provided and are they the only categories used? Are duration principles provided and is emphasis placed on the use of dates based on specific events? Are the following items included as markings for classified documents or other media at the time of original classification? Classification levels, identity of the OCA, agency or office of origin, declassification instructions, reason for classification, portion markings, foreign government information markings, dissemination control and handling markings, date of origin of the document.

- Are regulations for classification markings for the electronic environment and prohibitions and limitations in accordance with the E.O. 13526 and 32 CFR Part 2001?

- Has the agency established procedures under which authorized holders of information are encouraged and expected to challenge the classification of information that they believe is improperly classified or unclassified? Do these procedures mention that individuals are not subject to retribution for such actions, an impartial official or panel is given an opportunity to review, and individuals are advised of their right to appeal agency decisions to the Interagency Security Classification Appeals Panel (ISCAP)? Do the procedures mention timeframes for review or appeal?

(U) Derivative Classification

- Are the following topics discussed in the agency implementation regulation regarding derivative classification: Assurance of a sufficient personal identifier, source of derivative classification to include a listing of source materials, declassification instructions, marking prohibitions, agency-prescribed special markings, transmittal documents, foreign government information, and working papers?

- Are the following items included as markings for classified documents or other media at the time of derivative classification: Identification of the derivative classifier, source of derivative classification, declassification instructions, overall markings, portion marking, dissemination controls and handling markings, and date of origin of the documents?

(U) Declassification.

- Do the regulations address the declassification of classified information once it no longer meets the standards under E.O. 13526? For file series exemptions, does a process exist to determine that the information almost invariably falls within one of the exemption categories? Are procedures established to ensure the proper processing of requests to ISCAP for exemptions from automatic declassification?

- Do the regulations address the preparation, development, use, and review of declassification guides? Do the regulations address records originated by another agency as well as restricted data and formerly restricted data (RD/FRD)?

- Do the regulations include Mandatory Declassification Review procedures and are the pertinent procedures published in the Federal Register?

(U) Self-Inspections

- Do the regulations incorporate the essential elements for self-inspections and provide for regular reviews of representative samples of original and derivative classifications and corrections of misclassifications?
(U) Reporting and Definitions
- Do the regulations incorporate the essential elements for reporting to include statistical reporting, accounting for costs, fundamental classification guidance review, self-inspections, security violations, and information declassified without proper authority? Do agency definitions conform with the E.O. 13526 and 32 CFR Part 2001?

(U) Security Education and Training
- Do the regulations incorporate the essential elements for establishing and maintaining a formal security education and training program to include initial training, annual refresher training, specialized training, and termination briefings for OCAs and derivative classifiers? How does the organization track and monitor an individual's completion of required training?
- Do the regulations provide for suspending OCA and derivative classification authority for those who fail to meet the training requirements and does it include the waiver process for delay in this training?
(U) APPENDIX B: Classified Document Sample Methodology

(//FOUO) To test and assess whether the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) had adopted, followed, and administered the applicable classification policies, procedures, rules, and regulations, we selected two NRO directorates: the Mission Operations Directorate (MOD) and the Signals Intelligence Systems Acquisition Directorate (SIGINT) for our document sample. We chose MOD and SIGINT because they provide a broad range of classified documents. MOD operates the NRO ground stations and interacts regularly with each of the NRO Directorates and Offices (Ds and Os). SIGINT satellites operate out of the NRO ground stations, and SIGINT has mission partners in the National Geospatial Agency and National Security Agency. Therefore, a sample focused on MOD and SIGINT classified documents would provide a fairly representative sample of the NRO derivative classification decisions.

(//FOUO) We used the NRO Tracking Information and Enterprise Response (TIER) actions assigned to MOD and SIGINT from 1 July 2012 to 1 July 2013 as the source for our sample. From these TIER actions, the team determined that an initial sample of four percent of the combined MOD and SIGINT actions that produced documents would be sufficient for our evaluation. Overall, the team tested and assessed 134 classified documents to include NRO Security Classification Guides (SCGs). Should the evaluation have required further sampling, we would have selected an additional percentage of documents. In addition, the evaluation team used a National Archives and Records Administration (NARA)/Information Security Oversight Office (ISOO) worksheet, modified to the NRO, to facilitate classified document sampling and to determine the extent that NRO classified documents and materials were appropriately classified. We found 114 documents with classification errors consisting of 18 types of discrepancy (See chart below).

(U) This chart is Unclassified//For Official Use Only
(U) The discrepancy type "OTHER" consisted of the following:

- Improper declassification instructions
- Improper or no classification ID in classification block
- No signature on SCG
- Incorrect or no overall classification marking
- Under-classification
- SCG beyond required 5 year review
- Unknown multiple sources
- Improper derived from line in classification block
- Use of ORCON
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SUBJECT: Response to the Office of Inspector General Draft Report: Evaluation of the National Reconnaissance Office Classification Management under Public Law 111-258, the Reducing Over-Classification Act (Project Number 2013-0015), 23 September 2013

REFERENCE: Evaluation of the National Reconnaissance Office Classification Management under Public Law 111-258, the Reducing Over-Classification Act (Project Number 2013-0015), 23 September 2013

The Office of Security and Counterintelligence (OS&CI) appreciates the opportunity to comment on the subject report, but notes that we were not given adequate time or an appropriate response. The evaluation was conducted over a four-month period; however, OS&CI was given less than three days for review and comment. We were not provided adequate documentation supporting the numerous exaggerated and misleading statements contained in the report or specific references for some requirements. OS&CI does not believe the evidence contained in the report provides a reasonable basis for the Inspector General findings and conclusions. The report does not accurately reflect the National Reconnaissance Office's (NRO) classification management program and this office has no alternative but to non-concur with the report as written.

We do agree there is room for improvement in various aspects of the NRO's classification management activities, but we strongly disagree with each of the primary conclusions documented in the report:

a. NRO classification policies do not align with federal classification requirements, and the NRO is not adhering to its classification policies;
Response to the Office of Inspector General Draft Report: Evaluation of the National Reconnaissance Office Classification Management under Public Law 111-258, the Reducing Over Classification Act Project Number 2013-001, 8 September 2013

b. NRO classification training is not compliant with FAM laws;

c. NRO Original Classification Authorities (OCAs) and derivative classifiers are not classifying in accordance with the federal law and guidance;

d. NRO OCAs and derivative classifiers do not have sufficient knowledge of their classification responsibilities;

e. NRO does not have a classification management strategy program in accordance with federal laws and guidance.

These conclusions mischaracterize the discussion of the topics in the body of the report and the discussions themselves contain myriad errors. We agree there are cases where the NRO is not fully compliant with every aspect of the regulatory direction, but the statements and inference that the NRO does not comply with federal law and guidance is not accurate. If afforded the opportunity, OSICI will provide details regarding factual and interpretive errors.

Please direct any questions you may have regarding this evaluation to (b)(3) 10 U.S.C. 424. (A) Chief, OSICI Policy Branch, at (b)(3) 10 U.S.C. 424. (B) (b)(3) 10 U.S.C. 424. (b).

Director, Office of Security and Counterintelligence
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